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Scan the QR Code for More Installation Instructions

Need installation help? Missing parts?
Text us to 360-215-3930 or email us to questions@offroadinggear.com

Your tent may look different the pictures. Pictures are for illustration purposes only.

Warning! NEVER RUN VEHICLE WITH TENT INSTALLED
Never run the vehicle with the tent installed to avoid danger of carbon monoxide poisoning. Ensure cargo area sleeve is installed over 
exhaust pipes.  Do not have exposed exhaust pipes facing into the tent. 
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• NEVER run the engine while the tent is installed.
• Do not refuel lanterns, stoves or heaters inside tent.
• Do not cook inside the tent.
• Do not store flammable liquids inside the tent.
• NEVER allow the vehicle engine to run while you are inside the tent
• Do not install the tent when the outside temperature is less than 0°C/32°F as 
it may cause damage.
• Do not install the tent when your vehicle is wet as it may cause damage.

Choosing a Campsite

•  Select a level site clear of rocks, branches, and other hard or sharp objects, to 
set up your tent.
• Position the vehicle in the desired campsite. Turn off the engine. Apply the 
parking brake.

Setting Up the Tent

Position the tent with the vehicle sleeve towards the cargo area of your vehicle.

Extend the Frame

Raise the Tent

Extend each of the  four legs until 
they are fully locked.
Once the four legs are extended, 
pull up on the center of the tent.

Pull up center after legs are extended.

Ensure cam is
fully locked in 
down position

Verify the Connection Between the Tent
& the Frame Poles

Secure the Sleeve to Cargo Area

From inside of the tent, unzip 
the door that faces the vehicle 
cargo area. Roll up the mesh 
and door and secure it.

Next, open the back hatch of 
your vehicle.

Ensure all the pole clips are atached to the poles. Secure the four corners of 
the tent with the included tent stakes. 

Put sleeve around bumper

There is an elasticized sleeve 
that goes around the bumper 
of your vehicle. Slide this 
around the bumper. There is 
also a clip on the elasticized 
sleeve that can be secured to 
the hatchback latch.

Warning!
Ensure exhaust pipes are covered by the cargo area sleeve. DO NOT have exposed 
exhaust pipes facing into tent. 



Secure the Sleeve to Cargo Area (cont’d)

Secure the straps to behind the wheel well (one per side)

Secure to Roof Area (with Roof Rack Bars)

If you have a roof rack with bars, secure the 
top straps around the bars as shown here. 
Before securing the straps, you will need to 
remove the long strap that is attached to the 
female clip (this strap is not used if you have 
roof rack bars)

Secure to Roof Area (without Roof Rack Bars)

If you do not have roof rack bars then 
open the hood, and secure the straps 
to either the hood frame or hinges.

From inside the tent, find the center strap and attach the hook to the middle 
tailgate latch. Secure the two side straps to either the the cargo bay area 
hooks or the tailgate latch

Tighten Straps within Cargo Area

Attach the Rain Fly

Stake the Rainfly Guy Ropes to the Ground

Pull the rainfly over the tent. 
You can gently toss the rainfly 
over the top of the tent. It may 
help if you attach one of the 
guy ropes to the rainfly and 
use this to help pull the rainfly 
over the tent.

Once the rainfly is over the 
tent, secure it to the ground 
with the included guy ropes.

Raise the Door Canopy

To install the canopy, attach the two poles to 
the two corners of the canopy and secure 
the canopy with two guy lines. 

Warning!
Ensure exhaust pipes are covered by the cargo area sleeve. DO NOT have exposed 
exhaust pipes facing into tent. 

Note, some vehicle hoods may not be able to close with the use of the hooks. If 
so, find another suitable location to secure the straps to.


